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Abstract

way of answering the second question determines the error rate
actually obtained by AHC. Of these two questions we focus on
the first one in this paper, because getting error rate at the optimal stopping point lowered as much as possible would be a
desirable prior condition for better estimation of the optimal
stopping point; as a consequence, AHC could provide a high
clustering accuracy overall.
To address this question of selecting the closest pair of clusters for merging at every recursion step of AHC in a stateof-the-art way, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) has been
widely utilized since [1]. The BIC-based inter-cluster distance
measure requires clusters to be modeled by statistical distributions for its own purpose, which thus causes the choice of
cluster modeling methods to be critical to the accuracy of the
measure. An ideal cluster modeling method should keep clusters well distinguished in terms of speaker characteristics during
AHC.
There currently exist two typical cluster modeling methods for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure. One is to
model each cluster using a single Gaussian distribution [1, 2],
which is simple but might not represent speaker-specific information in clusters adequately enough as merging recursions in
AHC continue and the average size of the clusters remaining
thus increases, because speaker characteristics are better represented by a complex distribution with multiple modes than by a
simple distribution with only one mode [3]. For this reason, a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is widely regarded as a more
suitable (individual) cluster model [4, 5], but this method has
a higher computational complexity because of the expectationmaximization (EM) procedure to train GMMs. Besides, this
method is not appropriate to be used during the early recursion
steps of AHC because some initial clusters might not contain
sufficient data to train such complex distributions as GMMs.
In order to tackle this dilemma in the conventional cluster modeling methods for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance
measure within the framework of AHC, we propose a novel
approach in this paper: incremental Gaussian mixture cluster
modeling. This method gradually increments the complexity
of cluster models from single Gaussian distributions to GMMs
with multiple mixture components as more data (in clusters)
become available, for better and more dynamic representation
of clusters during AHC. In addition, it does not let any GMM
trained by the EM procedure, which makes it feasible in terms
of computational complexity to use GMMs as cluster models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the further details of the conventional cluster modeling methods are described. Then, we introduce the incremental Gaussian
mixture cluster modeling method in Section 3, and compare it

This paper proposes a novel cluster modeling method for intercluster distance measurement within the framework of agglomerative hierarchical speaker clustering, namely, incremental
Gaussian mixture cluster modeling. This method uses a single Gaussian distribution to model each initial cluster, but represents any newly merged cluster using a distribution whose
pdf is the weighted sum of the pdf’s of the respective model
distributions for the clusters involved in the particular merging
process. As a result, clusters are smoothly transitioned to be
modeled by Gaussian mixtures whose components are incremented as merging recursions continue during clustering. The
proposed method can overcome the limited cluster representation capability of conventional single Gaussian cluster modeling. Through experiments on various sets of initial clusters, it
is demonstrated that our approach consequently improves the
reliability of speaker clustering performance.
Index Terms: agglomerative hierarchical speaker clustering,
inter-cluster distance measure, incremental Gaussian mixture
cluster modeling

1. Introduction
Speaker clustering refers to the process of automatically classifying speech segments by speaker identity, especially in an
unsupervised manner. This process is essential for speaker diarization and unsupervised speaker adaptation, and for this reason it has been attracting much attention in the field of speaker
and even speech recognition.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) has been the
most popular strategy for speaker clustering in the recent decade
because it has a simple processing structure, but provides an acceptable level of performance. The details of this strategy are as
follows: it considers given speech segments as individual initial
clusters, and recursively merges the closest pair of clusters in
terms of speaker characteristics. Its recursive process continues
until it is decided that extra cluster merging would not improve
speaker clustering performance any further.
In order for AHC to achieve reliable speaker clustering performance, two critical questions need to be answered properly:
1) how to select the closest pair of clusters for merging at every
recursion step of AHC and 2) how to decide the optimal (recursion) stopping point. For given speech segments, the way of
answering the first question determines the error rate that would
be achieved by AHC at the optimal stopping point, while the
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merging recursions in AHC continue, whereas a single Gaussian distribution has a limited capability in representing clusters of large data size, especially in terms of speaker characteristics [3]. This could degenerate discernibility between heterogeneous clusters in terms of speaker characteristics at the
late recursion steps of AHC, and hence cause speaker clustering performance to degrade severely.
In this context, a GMM is currently regarded as a better
cluster model for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure
within the framework of AHC. In this cluster modeling method,
Eq. (1) can be expanded as
´ `
´
`
p x|θxG p y|θyG
´
`
ΔBIC (Cx , Cy ) = ln
,
(3)
p z|θzG

with the single Gaussian cluster modeling method in terms of
clustering accuracy in Section 4. In Section 5, concluding remarks and future research directions are given.

2. Conventional Cluster Modeling Methods
In this section, we further investigate the details of the BICbased inter-cluster distance measure within the framework of
AHC, from a viewpoint of cluster modeling. For this purpose,
let us consider a certain recursion step during AHC. In order
to select the closest pair of clusters for merging at the recursion step, the ΔBIC values of all possible cluster pairs are compared. Then, the cluster pair having the smallest ΔBIC value
is picked for merging. Suppose that a certain pair of clusters Cx and Cy at the recursion step consist of n-dimensional
data (i.e., acoustic feature vectors) x = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xM } and
y = {y1 , y2 , · · · , yN }, respectively. The ΔBIC value of the
pair is presented as follows:

where θxG , θyG , and θzG are GMMs with diagonal covariance matrices for modeling Cx , Cy , and Cz , respectively. The parameters of the GMMs (i.e., a mean vector, a variance vector, and
a weight for each mixture component) are trained by the EM
procedure using x, y, and z, respectively. A notable thing is
that there is no penalty term in Eq. (3), i.e., the second term in
the right side of Eq. (1), because NH2 is set to equal NH1 by
equalizing the number of mixture components in θzG with the
total number of mixture components in θxG and θyG [4, 5].
However, this method has drawbacks as well. First, the EM
procedure used for GMM training requires a significant amount
of processing time in proportion to the data size of the clusters
considered and the number of mixture components in the respective GMMs. Furthermore, this method can not be used during the early recursion steps of AHC, because most of the initial
clusters handled by speaker clustering usually do not contain
sufficient data to train multi-component GMMs; cluster models
might be thus overfitted1 .
For all of these reasons, there still exists a strong demand
for a more appropriate and more feasible cluster modeling approach to be used for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure within the framework of AHC. In the next section, we
address this problem by proposing a novel cluster modeling
method.

ΔBIC (Cx , Cy )
= BIC (Cx , Cy |H1 ) − BIC (Cx , Cy |H2 )
λ
= ln p (x ∪ y|H1 ) − · NH1 · ln Ntotal −
2
j
ﬀ
λ
ln p (x ∪ y|H2 ) − · NH2 · ln Ntotal
2
λ
p (x ∪ y|H1 )
− (NH1 − NH2 ) ln Ntotal , (1)
= ln
p (x ∪ y|H2 )
2
where
• H1 (unmerging hypothesis): Cx and Cy are hypothesized to be left unmerged.
• H2 (merging hypothesis): Cx and Cy are hypothesized
to be merged so as to become a new, larger cluster Cz ,
where z = x ∪ y.
In the above equation, λ (equal to be 1, ideally) is a tuning parameter, NH1 and NH2 are the numbers of parameters in the
statistical distributions presenting the two hypotheses, respectively, and Ntotal is the total amount of data (i.e., the total number of acoustic feature vectors) in all clusters at the recursion
step considered.
In order to present the two hypotheses H1 and H2 statistically, a (multivariate) single Gaussian distribution with a full
covariance matrix has been popularly used as a cluster model
for each cluster considered in Eq. (1), i.e., Cx and Cy for H1 ,
and Cz for H2 , due to its simplicity. In this cluster modeling
method, Cx , Cy , and Cz are modeled by normal distributions
θxN , θyN , and θzN , respectively, and the mean vectors and the
(full) covariance matrices of the distributions are determined by
way of maximizing the likelihoods of x, y, and z for θxN , θyN ,
and θzN , respectively [1, 2, 6]. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be expanded further as follows:

3. Proposed Cluster Modeling Method
In the previous section, we examined several issues in the conventional cluster modeling methods for the BIC-based intercluster distance measure within the framework of AHC:
• Single Gaussian cluster modeling
1. Limited capability in representing speaker characteristics for clusters of large data size
• GMM cluster modeling
2. EM procedure to require a significant amount of processing time
3. Inapplicability to the early recursion steps of AHC

`
´ `
´
p x|θxN p y|θyN
−
p (z|θzN )
j
ﬀ
1
λ
n + n (n + 1) ln Ntotal , (2)
2
2

First, we consider the problems 1 and 3. One of the possible
ways to simultaneously tackle these two problems would be to
gradually increase the complexity of cluster models, e.g., from
single Gaussian distributions through less complex GMMs with
only a few mixture components to more complex GMMs with

where n is the dimension of data.
Despite its popularity, this method however has a critical
issue, i.e., the average size of the clusters handled increases as

1 This drawback did not need to be considered seriously in [4], as
the Viterbi segmentation applied prior to speaker clustering in the work
naturally resulted in clusters of large data size enough to train multicomponent GMMs.

ΔBIC (Cx , Cy )

=

ln
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Inter−Cluster Distance based on Eq. (3)

a lot of mixture components, as merging recursions in AHC
continue. Based on this rationale, we propose a novel cluster
modeling method, namely, incremental Gaussian mixture cluster modeling, which works for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure as follows:
a) Models each initial cluster using a normal distribution
with a full covariance matrix,
b) Models any merging-hypothesized cluster (e.g., Cz ) using the distribution2 whose pdf is the weighted sum of
the pdf’s of the respective model distributions for the two
clusters considered (e.g., Cx and Cy ), and
c) Recursively updates a model for any newly merged cluster using the one presenting the merging hypothesis H2
when distance between the clusters involved in the particular merging process was measured.

M
N
· f (θxΛ ) +
· f (θyΛ ).
M +N
M +N
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Figure 1: Comparison of inter-cluster distance based on Eq.
(3) for a particular pair of homogeneous clusters (black) and
for three different pairs of heterogenous clusters (grey), along
with the number of iterations in the EM procedure.
In summary, the proposed incremental Gaussian mixture
cluster modeling method has the advantage that it can keep clusters well represented in terms of speaker characteristics during
AHC with feasible computational complexity. In the next section, this advantage is verified through experiments.

where θxΛ , θyΛ , and θzΛ are (proposed) incremental Gaussian
mixture models for the clusters considered, Cx , Cy , and Cz ,
respectively, (θxΛ = θxN and θyΛ = θyN , if Cx and Cy are initial
clusters) and
=

400

−300

Such a recursive update enables not only cluster models’
smooth transition from single Gaussian distributions to GMMs,
but also gradual increase in the complexity of GMMs. In this
cluster modeling method, Eq. (1) can be thus expanded as follows:
`
´ `
´
p x|θxΛ p y|θyΛ
,
(4)
ΔBIC (Cx , Cy ) = ln
p (z|θzΛ )

f (θzΛ )

400

4. Experimental Results
(5)

4.1. Data Sources and Experimental Setup

In the above equation, M and N are cardinalities for Cx and
Cy , respectively, and f (θ) is the pdf of a distribution θ.
A notable thing is that our proposed method does not further train any GMM using the EM procedure, which enables
us not to concern the problem 2 mentioned above any more.
This is because we found out from a simple test for the effectiveness of the EM procedure on inter-cluster distance measurement that the EM procedure was actually of no benefit to cluster
modeling for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure. The
test results are given in Figure 1, which presents comparison
of distance based on Eq. (3) for a particular pair of homogeneous clusters in terms of speaker characteristics (black) and
for three different pairs of heterogeneous clusters (grey), as the
number of iterations in the EM procedure increases. Interestingly, we can observe from the leftmost sub-figure that distance
for the heterogeneous cluster pair becomes smaller than that for
the homogeneous cluster pair as iterations in the EM procedure
continue, which is completely undesirable. In addition, even
in the other sub-figures, the EM procedure is demonstrated not
to significantly improve discernibility3 between clusters. These
observations can be explained as follows: the EM procedure iteratively adapts the parameters of`any GMM
toward maximum
´
likelihood, and thus increases p z|θzG in Eq. (3) regardless
of homogeneity between the clusters considered, which however does not help increase inter-cluster discernibility and even
might make it worse as shown in the leftmost sub-figure in Figure 1.

Table 1 presents the data sources used for our experiments.
These data sources are 15 sets of speech segments with approximately 4hr-long total duration, and are randomly chosen from
the ICSI, NIST, and ISL meeting corpora. They are distinct
from one another in terms of the number of speakers (Ns ), gender distribution over speakers, the total speaking time (Ts ), and
the number of speech segments (Nss ).
For preparing each set of speech segments, we manually
segmented each audio clip at every point of speaking turn
changes according to the respective reference transcriptions beforehand. In order to avoid any potential confusion in performance analysis that might result from overlaps between segments, we excluded all the segments involved in any overlap
during data preparation.
Speaker clustering performance was evaluated by speaker
error time rate, which has been officially used as a performance measure for speaker clustering within the framework
of speaker diarization in the Rich Transcription (RT) Evaluation by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). For this, we used the scoring tool, i.e., md-eval-v21.pl
[http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/rt/2006-spring].
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were used as
acoustic features. Through 23 mel-scaled filter banks, a 12dimensional MFCC vector was generated for every 20ms-long
frame of speech. Every frame was shifted with a fixed rate of
10ms so that there could be an overlap between two adjacent
frames.

2 As a consequence, this distribution has a mixed form of weighted
Gaussian distributions, which is a GMM.
3 We can roughly define this term as difference between distance for
homogenous clusters and for heterogeneous clusters. The bigger such
difference, the easier to discern (i.e., classify) clusters correctly.

4.2. Experimental Results and Discussions
Figure 2 shows AHC performance comparison of incremental
Gaussian mixture cluster modeling and single Gaussian cluster
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Table 1: Data source. Ns : number of speakers (male:female),
Ts : total speaking time (sec.), and Nss : number of speech segments.
Data Source
1
2
3
4
5
Ns
7 (5:2)
7 (5:2)
7 (6:1)
6 (4:2)
5 (1:4)
Ts
1064.9
931.3
2336.3
1148.5
805.1
Nss
418
279
611
244
228
Data Source
6
7
8
9
10
Ns
6 (5:1)
5 (5:0)
4 (4:0)
9 (7:2)
4 (3:1)
Ts
1664.9
1609.1
1475.9
659.7
443.4
Nss
532
591
478
159
75
Data Source
11
12
13
14
15
Ns
4 (3:1)
6 (4:2)
8 (4:4)
4 (2:2)
4 (0:4)
Ts
835.7
624.1
272.4
477.7
429.1
Nss
179
144
93
119
95

performance.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the incremental Gaussian mixture
cluster modeling method for the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure within the framework of AHC. The proposed
method tackled the problems of the two conventional cluster
modeling methods, i.e., single Gaussian cluster modeling and
GMM cluster modeling, by smoothly updating cluster models
from normal distributions to GMMs during AHC. The accuracy of the BIC-based inter-cluster distance measure using this
method was demonstrated to be more reliable than that using the
single Gaussian cluster modeling method. As a result, we obtained 4.47% (absolute) performance improvement on average
across 15 sets of speech segments from meeting conversations,
in terms of speaker error time rate.
One of future efforts would be to implement an end-to-end
speaker diarization system so as to compare our idea with others
through the RT evaluation. Such a system also could enable us
to see how the proposed cluster modeling method works in the
cases that there exist some clusters including data from more
than one speaker source. In this work, we just handled speech
segments each of which contains homogenous data in terms of
speaker characteristics.
Another interesting research direction would be to find out
more factors that degrade the reliability of AHC performance
across data sources. In this work, we found out that the choice
of cluster modeling methods for inter-cluster distance measurement was one of such factors. Previously, we also claimed in
[7, 8] that the reliability of AHC performance would be affected
by the choice of stopping point estimation methods and the portion of small size initial clusters (i.e., short speech segments).
Possible factors might be the statistics of given speech segments
in terms of speaker characteristics, such as speaking time distribution over speakers or speaking style differences between
speakers.
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Figure 2: AHC performance comparison of incremental Gaussian mixture cluster modeling and single Gaussian cluster modeling.
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modeling in terms of speaker error time rate. From this figure, we can easily see that AHC performance for the particular
set of data sources 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 14, and 15 was significantly
improved by the proposed cluster modeling method, which is
8.86% (absolute) on average. Such improvement for this particular data set can be explained like this: the cluster representation capability enhanced by the proposed cluster modeling method increased discernibility between clusters as well,
and thus prevented incorrect merging processes between heterogeneous clusters during AHC better than the single Gaussian
cluster modeling method did. The reason why performance improvement by the proposed cluster modeling method was not
that significant for the other data sources seems to be because
clustering errors occurring during AHC for the data sources
were caused mainly by other (unknown) factors than cluster
modeling.
As a consequence, we can tell that the proposed cluster
modeling method mitigates the severe fluctuation of AHC performance across data sources in the single Gaussian cluster
modeling method case. This means that the reliability of AHC
performance can be improved by the proposed cluster modeling
method. Conversely, we can conclude that the choice of cluster
modeling methods for inter-cluster distance measurement is one
of the factors to decide the reliability level of speaker clustering
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